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Basics and Notation

l To obtain the Laplacian for the entire mesh, we 
use the n by n Laplacian matrix L, with 
elements:

l L
u
and L

c
denote the matrices with uniform and 

cotangent weights respectively
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l When properly scaled by the Voronoi region as 
Meyer et al. [2003], we obtain: 

l which is the discrete mean curvature normal 
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Previous Work

l Least Square Meshes

− Sorkine and Cohen-Or [2
of m geometrically constrained vertices (anchors) to 
construct the mesh.   

− They try to solve 

by minimizing the quadratic energy:

where        are the anchors

are weighting factors
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Previous Work

− In practice, with the anchors as the first m 
vertices, the (n + m) x n overdetermined linear 
system 

can be solved in the least squares sense using 
normal equation: 

− Note that the first n rows are Laplacian constraints, 
while the last m rows are positional constraints. 
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Previous Work

l Detail Preserving Triang

− Nealen et al. [2005] show how a least square 
optimization can improve triangle quality in a small 
mesh region, by modifying the above equation (9):

where the uniform Laplacian of each new vertex 
position is asked to resemble its undeformed 
cotangent Laplacian as closely as possible
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l The main idea in this paper is that we no longer 
have a subset of positional constraints, instead, 
all vertices appear both as Laplacian and 
positional constraints....
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Framework

l This paper propose a modification of the 
previous equation (9) and (10). The new 2n x n 
system is:

l In general, larger weights in       enforce 
positional constraints and preserve more 
original geometry

l On the other hand,        enforce regular triangle 
shapes and/or surface smoothness
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Framework

l As we will describe later, solving this system 
results in either:

− Detail Preserving Triangle Shape Optimization

l when setting  

− Mesh Smoothing

l when setting                            (outer fairness) and 

l Or                  (outer and inner fairness) and 
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Global Triangle Shape Optimization

l We measure the triangle quality using the 
radius ratio [Pebay and Baker 2003], mapped to 
[0, 1]

l R and r are the radii of the circumscribed and 
inscribed circles respectively

l t
i
=1(regular triangle) indicates it's well shaped, 
while t

i
=0 is degenerate.
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= I, f = 

l W
p
= ?

l Lowest geometric error (Hausdorff distance [Cignoni et l Lowest geometric error (Hausdorff distance [Cignoni et 
al. 1998]) 

l Using a linear curvature-
which maps the discrete m
for each vertex.
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l Threshold        is also used to truncate outliers 
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l While              constrains low curvature vertices too 
much,                tends to give them to much freedom

l For those mesh a large amount of low curvature vertices, 
we use the cumulative density function (cdf) of       to 
assign them larger weight. assign them larger weight. 
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l To further reduce the geometric error, we can 
add the following term to the energy function:

l This penalizes the displacement which is 
perpendicular to the tangent plane defined by 
the original vertex and the local surface normal 
given in the equation (7).
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l In some application, we may want to maximize 
T
min

l In this case, the positional weights W
modulated with the diagonal matrix W
the entry        for vertex      is set to the minimal the entry        for vertex      is set to the minimal 
triangle quality t of its adjacent triangles
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l For meshes with distinct sharp features, we 
reduce the weight on the Laplacian constraint of 
high curvature vertices
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Mesh Smoothing

l Our frame work can be easily adjusted to 
perform global mes smoothing, optionally with 
feature preservation, simply by setting f=0, and 
adjusting the positional and Laplacian weights.

Three parameters can be adjusted:l Three parameters can be adjusted:

− Positional Weights: W
const

− Scale factor s

− Laplacian weights W
L

l Any variants of the function mentioned above can be 
used.
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Conclusion

l Pros

− Efficient, non-iterative approach

− Easily controllable triangle shape optimization and 
mesh smoothing

− Leverages existing least squares frameworks

l Cons

− Rely on some parameter tweaking to get what you 
want...

− Euclidean distance is not Hausdorff distance, so 
error control is indirect...
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More results....More results....More results....More results....









Thank you...Thank you...Thank you...Thank you...


